
PORTER FIVE FOCUS

Porter's Five Forces assess the threats to the profitability of your strategy, by identifying who holds the balance of power
in your market or situation.

An industry with low barriers to enter, having few buyers and suppliers but many substitute products and
competitors will be seen as very competitive and thus, not so attractive due to its low profitability. A Five
Forces analysis can help companies assess industry attractiveness, how trends will affect industry competition,
which industries a company should compete inâ€”and how companies can position themselves for success.
Remember that your supplier will think strategically, just as you are. The fewer there are, the more power they
have. Although, Porter originally introduced five forces affecting an industry, scholars have suggested
including the sixth force: complements. If competitors can enter your market with little money and effort, you
will need to adapt your strategy to handle any potential rivals. In order to discover these alternatives one
should look beyond similar products that are branded differently by competitors. Lastly, it should be said that
the framework also received some criticism from several authors. The seriousness of the threat depends on the
barriers to enter a certain industry. Five external industry forces affecting an organization. What is the cost of
switching to a substitute product? Bargaining power of suppliers: A diverse supplier base limits the company's
bargaining power. Knowing who your competition is, how their actions will affect you and in what ways is
critical to your bottom line and future planning. Rather, the state of competition in an industry depends on five
basic forces: threat of new entrants, bargaining power of suppliers, bargaining power of buyers, threat of
substitute products or services, and existing industry rivalry. With respect to the retail customers, the
bargaining power is lower as customers are loyal to the brand. The number and power of a company's
competitive rivals, potential new market entrants, suppliers, customers, and substitute products influence a
company's profitability. Usage[ edit ] Strategy consultants occasionally use Porter's five forces framework
when making a qualitative evaluation of a firm 's strategic position. Both scenarios result in lower profits for
producers. The lower this ration, the more intense rivalry will probably be. It will help them gaining an
advantage. Product Differentiation "When a product or service has a valuable, unique offering for their
customer" In economics and marketing, product differentiation or simply differentiation is the process of
distinguishing a product or service from others, to make it more attractive to a particular target market.
Finally, look at the situation that you find using this analysis and think through how it affects you. When close
substitutes are available, customers will have the option to forgo buying a company's product, and a
company's power can be weakened. If there are well established companies in the industry operating in other
geographic regions, for example, the threat of entry rises. Complementors are known as the impact of related
products and services already in the market. These are temporary factors, while the Five Forces are permanent
parts of an industry's structure. Especially in Asia, more and more people make use of highspeed trains such as
Bullet Trains and Maglev Trains. Analyzing these elements can be used to guide business strategy to increase
competitive advantage. If there are only one or two suppliers of an essential input product, for example, or if
switching suppliers is expensive or time consuming, a supplier group wields more power. The five forces
identified are: These forces determine an industry structure and the level of competition in that industry.
Bargaining power of suppliers This section analyzes how easily suppliers could increase their prices and thus
affect your bottom line. She began freelancing in and became a contributing writer for Business News Daily in
 It requires an intense understanding of the marketplace, its sellers, buyers and competitors. The switching
costs for customers are also very low and many players in the industry are similar in size see graph below
leading to extra fierce competition between those firms. Threat of Substitutes Substitute goods or services that
can be used in place of a company's products or services pose a threat. When more organizations compete for
the same market share, profits start to fall. Many competitors, offering undifferentiated products and services,
will reduce market attractiveness. Threat of substitutes. He identified five forces that make up the competitive
environment, and which can erode your profitability.


